Hypercapnia-induced effects on image contrast based on intermolecular double-quantum coherences.
Intermolecular double-quantum coherences (iDQCs) are well known to be sensitive to magnetic-field perturbations inside tissues. However, the exact relation between iDQC contrast in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and the underlying physiology is less well understood. To investigate parameters that influence iDQC signal changes observed during neuronal activation, carbogen-inhalation experiments were performed to produce a pure hemodynamic response without affecting oxidative metabolism. Eight human volunteers were studied at 2.9 T using gradient-recalled echo (GRE) and spin-echo (SE) variants of a single-shot sequence selecting iDQCs. Results were compared with conventional recordings of the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) effect. Maps of voxels responding to the carbogen challenge showed similar distributions for iDQC and conventional MRI after adjustment for different sensitivities. Strong diffusion weighting of iDQC sequences and transverse relaxation effects suggested quantitative suppression of intravascular signal contributions. A particular susceptibility to local gradients during the evolution period (in which iDQCs evolve at twice the Larmor frequency) plus a strong relaxation weighting during the detection period due to the use of a long echo time (for refocusing of the dipolar signal) produced iDQC signal changes up to 21.7% +/- 2.5%. These results agreed quantitatively with computations based on the balloon model of BOLD-weighted MRI without requiring further assumptions.